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“Community amongst Associates is: 

nourished by a common spiritual life; 

• celebrated in friendship and the Eucharist; 
• fostered by continuing formation in the charism; 
• expressed in prayer for one another and for the monastic community; 
• framed by monastic Hours of Prayer; 
• embodied in annual Associates Retreats and regional groups; 
• informed by regular newsletter.” 

(The Handbook of the Cistercian Associates of Southern Star Abbey, Kopua. 2022) 

 

Associate Life  

Mike Stone  National Coordinator  stonem@xtra.co.nz  021703024 

Dear Associates, Associates in preliminary formation and Kopua Whanau, 
 
This has been a busy but enjoyable month for me. This has included celebrating the 20th anniversary of 
Kopua Associates, being involved in hosting the first associate retreat for over a year, maintaining the 
Kopua Habitat trapline with Associate Stephen Close and Jim Gibson. I also had an opportunity to meet 
Associates in Christchurch, many for the first time. 
 
20th Anniversary of Kopua Associate Community 
 
Although snowing the week earlier when posts were dug and rain fell the night before, the Feast  Day of 
the Holy Cross at Kopua began with a rainbow and sunshine prevailed. We gathered after mass on 

mailto:stonem@xtra.co.nz


September 14th to celebrate the 20th anniversary of our Kopua associates community. This was done by 
way of unveiling walkway signs of the “Three little Camino”, named after the three founders of the 
Cistercian Order. Mike Clark who was involved in the early formation of the associate community and the 
walkways unveiled the first sign, followed by past coordinators Peter Stuart and Jenny Dawson. Monks 
Brother Bruce and Aelred also unveiled signs and companion Ian unveiled the sign for St Alberic’s Way. 
From Alberic’s way the wetland area is visible where 1000 trees were planted over Matariki weekend. The 
walkway signage and plantings were a way of giving back to the monastic community by associates and 
others, for their support for over 20 years. 
 

 
 
Above Brother Aelred has just unveiled a sign near the wetland. 
 
Father Brian Keogh kindly addressed our group with the following:  
 
Dear members of the Kopua Cistercian Associate Community, 
 
Mike has requested that I would send a message to you all as you gather to celebrate Mass with the 
monastic community on the feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross followed by the launching of the 
signage of the three walking trails. 
 
Looking back over the past twenty years the impetus for the formation of an Associate Community came 
from insistent requests from regular retreatants. In time the community of the day agreed to respond. The 
task was not an easy one. We first investigated other Cistercian programs. As one of the founding 
committee commented, “I would find it difficult to live up to the standards expected of some of the 
monastic communities.” So we consulted those who were interested and from there launched the 
Associates. Over time the Associates Community under the leadership of succeeding Coordinators 
continued to refine and define their identity. Today it is a finely tuned Community. 
 



The signage of the trails honours the three founders of the Cistercian monastic family. It is fitting that they 
are remembered in this manner and as Associates, Monks and Companions wend their way along these 
trails they can contemplate how Saints Robert, Alberic and Stephen each played their part in the founding 
of the Order. Three trails, three distinct personalities and three differing contributions. Companions, Monks 
and Associates follow in their footsteps. A long history worth cherishing. The Cross was never far from that 
history. Only by God’s grace has the Order survived the travails of the centuries.  
 
Visitors and retreatants will also benefit from the initiative of the Associates.  
 
May God bless you all on this feast day of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross.  
 
Brian           
 
 

 
Above Brother Bruce is about to unveil the next sign. 
 
     
Thanks to all who contributed to the occasion especially, an Associate couple who live in the South Island. I 
commented in the early planning stages that I may need to ask Associates (via newsletter) for about $400 
for signage around the walkways as our operating budget is very tight. They offered immediately to 
contribute that amount the next day, which they did.  
 
Christchurch Visit   2022 
 
I must acknowledge the wonderful hospitality received on my recent visit there. It was a chance to meet up 
with Associates in Christchurch that I have not seen for a long time or never met in person before but had 
been communicating with for some years. We are blessed to have warm hearted Associates in our 
community. A couple of Christchurch Associates are recovering from illness or injury. I have recorded a 
request for prayers for them from the monastic community.   



 
First Associate Retreat for over 12 months. 
 
Fr Allan Roberts led a three-day retreat recently with a focus on contemplative prayer. A subject he has 
written a book about. (This book features on the website www.pukekaraka.com under the section 
“Contemplative prayer.”) His wisdom was well received. Pa Allan has been a Catholic priest for over 50 
years. When a retreatant asked Pa Allan what he gained from his time at Kopua (nearly two months) he 
commented: “Joy - more joy than I have experienced in my life.” 
 

 
 
 
Trapline  
 
If you are able to visit Kopua to manage the trapline once or twice a year, then please get in touch with 
me. A pack of tools, a recording sheet, bait, and training would be available.  
 
Just some anecdotal evidence of increased wildlife. At the recent Associate retreat two regular retreat 
attendees heard morepork (ruru) for the first time while visiting Kopua. Another retreatant noticed a large 
green moth by a window which would have been the now rarely seen puriri moth. Unfortunately (for the 
moth) it was taken and eaten by a ruru by the old guesthouse dining room entrance. 
 I was able to walk the trapline with Associate Stephen Close a few weeks ago and more recently with Jim 
Gibson, who is keen to be on the trapline roster. Trapline tally so far is 5 rats, one weasel and one other 
introduced mammal. 
(A trapline booklet called, “How to manage a pest trapline to restore native wildlife at Kopua” has been 
published with support from Graeme Dickson and Stephen Close. If you would like a digital copy of this let 
me know.) 
 
Website 
 
 We have received good feedback on website contents. Much work has been undertaken by the leadership 
team to enable our current online book study to be accessible with a more interactive blog (within the 
“associates only” section). It is likely there will be another online book study next year from Easter through 
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to the Feast of the Holy Cross. We are also looking to review or refresh some of our early archived studies, 
especially studies like Stability and other core Cistercian themes, and then make them available on the site. 
 
On-Line Book Study. The current book study, parts 1-4, is now available in the members area of the 
website. It is set up so that you can add comments. We would love to see some discussion on the various 
topics. Take a look and add your thoughts. 
 
Associate survey    
 
We will send out another survey or questionnaire to Associates in the next month or so to give the 
leadership team a steer for formation content in 2023/2024 and new ways that we can support each other 
as Kopua Associates. If you would like to respond to the questions by phone or zoom, please let one of the 
Leadership team know, or myself. This is also an opportunity to engage in a form of synodal process so that 
we can get a sense of “being in this together.” 
 
Associates in Preliminary Formation. We have a group of seven people who are seeking to become 
associates, from many parts of New Zealand—having  a strong bond with Kopua, interest in an active 
prayer life and a depth of knowledge of various spiritual writers. Many have been in preliminary formation 
for around 18 months. 
 
Links with other Associate Groups 
 
The leadership team is keen to explore a group visit to Tarrawarra Abbey near Melbourne next Lent (20th-
27th March). Although a new visitor centre is being built, they currently have room for only 6 Associates. 
The purpose of the trip is to: 
1) build links with Tarrawarra associates  
2)to develop access to more Benedictine/Cistercian studies available from Australia.  
 
I wish to find out more about the contents of Benedictine Studies available through tertiary organisations 
in Australia. If you discern a wish to be part of this group visit, then please let me know by the end of 
October and state your interest and how you see your efforts could bear fruit benefitting Kopua Associates 
in the future. This may not be the first and last group visit to Tarrawarra by Kopua Associates in the future. 
 
There will be a Report by the International Organisation for Cistercian Associate Communities that will be 
shared with you next week. This includes reports that have been presented and agreed at the three yearly 
General Chapter (Assisi) gathering attended by Fr Nicho , other superiors and Abbots and representatives 
of Associate Communities around the world. 
 
Facebook I will be sharing some images of the natural world around the Kopua on our Facebook group 
Page next week. (eg fungi, puriri moth, habitat views). This Facebook Group is for Associates only and can 
be as interactive as we like. If you are an Kopua Associate and would like to join the group, contact 
administrator Erika. 
 
Finances  
 
Every small group has a range of expenses –some unexpected expenses this year have been to pay (around 
$450) for the venue for up to 43 volunteers to eat over Matariki weekend for the habitat planting. We 
were so fortunate that the monks were quick to assist in paying for meal ingredients that Laura and Andrea 
cooked for volunteers. This has put pressure on our approved operating budget for 2022-23. If you have 
omitted to pay your $25 to $52 subscription at Matariki time, please send a contribution to Anne.  
To give, you can pay direct into our bank account (Name: The Associates of Southern Star Abbey, Kopua. 
Number: 02-0506-0067608000). A regular, even small, automatic payment is very welcome. 



 
Habitat Restoration 
 
The Habitat Restoration plan (as circulated earlier in the year as a one page pamphlet) is now largely 
complete. The $5,500 we secured from the Regional Council paid for the 1000 trees and the 20 traps for 
the trapline. Around 400 volunteer hours (not including travel time) has been committed. We have a 
generous Associate couple from the South Island who paid for the carved Totara signs around the three 
walkways. However, we have no funds to continue this restoration, but we have five groups wishing to 
work alongside us to progress this development. The five groups include A Rocha Wellington, A Rocha 
Palmerston North (and Stephen’s network), a Hokianga Parish, A Dannevirke parish and St Peters College. 
When Fr Nicho returns we will explore other funding avenues such as Trees That Count, MPI Memorial 
Forest for Suzanne Aubert, Totara Memorial Forest (sponsored by donors-with donations going to Habitat 
restoration overall) and other options.  It maybe necessary to bring all the groups together, as no one 
group could achieve the 5ha habitat restoration alone. The monastic community would decide if this 
restoration would be a 1-year project, 3-year, 10-year, 50-year or 200-year project.  
 
I have received many words of support for the initial Wetland habitat restoration project from Fr Nicho, 
the Monastic Community, Companions and Father Brian, Father John Pettit, previous National 
Coordinators and the monastery sharemilker, biodiversity advisers (Regional Council) and many others. 
 
It is hoped that the guesthouse may open to the public soon. We will let you know about this as soon as an 
announcement is made. We will have a special newsletter circulated soon about outcomes or reports  from 
the Cistercian General Chapter (Assisi) for both monastic and associate communities perhaps with some 
impressions from Fr Nicho as well. 
 
Some key messages for me in recent months are 1) a need to find additional financial support for habitat 
restoration. We cannot sustain the use of funds from operational spending being used for other purposes 
and perhaps more importantly 2) we have much to be grateful for. 
 
Kind regards, 
Mike Stone 
 

 

 



Julian of Norwich: mystic, writer, visionary, theologian      June Latham 

 

Very little is known about Julian of Norwich (1342-c1416), even her real name. She was the first woman to 

write a book in English, but gave it no title. It has come down to us as the ‘book of showings of the 

Anchoress Julian of Norwich’. At the age of thirty and half she had a serious illness and nearly died. A priest 

gave her the last rites and a crucifix to look at for comfort as she waited for death. The next day, May 8 

1373 she received 15 ‘showings’ (visionary revelations), followed by one further the evening of the next 

day. She recovered and soon after recorded her visions. Fifteen to twenty years later she wrote a much 

longer account, the result of years of reflection on the experience.  

Little is known of Julian’s early life. She tells us 

very little about herself. She may have been a 

Benedictine nun at the nearby monastery of 

Carrow, or a widow. Her writings show a female 

familiarity with family life. Very few women were 

literate at that time, but she was well educated 

and may have been the daughter of a wealthy 

merchant. At some point she became an 

Anchoress living in a cell actually attached to the 

church of St Julian at Norwich (hence her ascribed 

name). Although physically enclosed for life in the 

cell in a ceremony that included elements of the 

funeral rites, Anchorites were not totally cut off 

from the rest of society. She had a servant to look 

after her physical needs (Alice) and a cat. She had 

three places she could look out from, one to talk 

to people who came for counsel, one to relate to 

her servant and a view of the church interior to 

pray and receive communion. 

Today, after nearly 700 years during which she 

was largely forgotten, there is an enormous 

growth in Julian’s popularity. One might ask why. 

While living an enclosed life Julian was well aware 

of the realities of ordinary peoples’ lives. She lived 

in an age of fear and distress. There was the 100 

years war between England and France, internal political unrest. She lived through three waves of the 

plague, the black death that killed so many. Unsettling new ideas were sweeping through Europe that 

would culminate in the Reformation. We in the 21rst century live in similar times of rapid change, mobility, 

uncertainty and fear. Julian’s teachings about the loving nature of God offer peace and comfort, that in 

spite of suffering “all will be well and every manner of thing will be well”. 

Below are some modern free versions from Julian’s writings. 
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Compassion 

Is a kind and gently property      

That belongs to the Motherhood 

In tender love. 

And grace is a beautiful property 

Which belongs to the royal Lordship 

In the same love. 

Compassion protects, increases our sensitivity, 

Gives life and heals. 

Grace rebuilds, rewards, 

Endlessly disregarding what we deserve, 

Spreading widely and showing the greatly abundant 

And generous hospitality  

Of the royal Lordship 

In Gods astonishing courtesy towards us. 

 

I did not see sin, 

For I believe that it has no kind of substance 

Nor any part of being, nor could it be known 

Except by the pain it causes. 

And this pain purges us  

And makes us know ourselves 

And to ask compassion. 

God feels great delight to be our Father 

And God feels great delight to be our Mother 

And God feels great delight to be our true Spouse 

And our soul the loved Wife. 

Christ feels great delight that he is our Brother 

And Jesus feels great delight that he is our Liberator. 

These are five great joys That God wants us to enjoy. 

God showed me in my palm 



A little thing round as a ball 

About the size of a hazelnut. 

I looked at it with the eye 

Of my understanding and asked myself 

“What is this thing?” 

And I was answered: “It is everything  

that is created”. 

I wondered how it could survive since  

It seemed so little it could suddenly 

Disintegrate into nothing. 

He answer came: “It endures and ever will 

Because God loves it”. 

And so everything has being  

Because of Gods love. 

 

Talk on Julian of Norwich 

https://youtu.be/_8ho3pASdiA 

 
 

 

 

I may be wrong: Bjorn Natthiko Lindeblad     Book review   Nick Polaschek 

Recently published, on the best seller lists, why would this book be of interest to us as Associates? 



This is a Swedish man’s reflection on what he has learned in his life as he faces death. A high flying young 

businessman, he suddenly gave this up in his mid twenties after beginning to meditate in order to become 

a forest monk in northern Thailand. His commitment was very like a Western monk, celibate, no 

possessions, not harming others, a commitment to regular spiritual practice. After 15 years living and 

meditating as a Buddhist monk he returned to Sweden and, following several difficult years, began to share 

his experience of meditation in helping him to live more fully as a human being. He became quite well 

known in Sweden, then was diagnosed with a progressive incurable illness. The book was published 

sometime before he died in early 2022 at 60. 

Why has the book been successful? Primarily because he is a good communicator. Very honest 

acknowledging his own uncertainties, weakness and difficulties. Very affirmative of the potentiality 

inherent in our lives as human being, of the transformation possible in responding to life’s uncertainties 

and difficulties, of the gift of our human life itself. He focusses on the control of thoughts and management 

of emotions as gradually realized through meditation. He modestly offers what he has learned, wisdom 

from his experience. Spiritual commonplaces like coming to know yourself, life as an inward journey, living 

in awareness now, he brings to life through his reflection on his experience. 

He offers a way to cope with the challenges of being human in our current situation through a form of 

mediative practice that he articulates without using any special language derived from the Buddhist 

tradition. It is like a secular version of his Buddhist practice. The Theravada tradition he practised in makes 

it easier to do this by focussing on the Buddha’s teaching and example, unlike the later Mahāyāna tradition 

which has a more developed symbolic framework associated with the person of the Buddha. However, he 

is happy to incorporate wisdom from Buddhist and other traditions into his reflection on what he has 

learned from experience. 

Reading this text as a Cistercian Christian, it is not that we may agree with everything he says. Somethings 

are very different, especially the absence of explicit awareness of the Divine (though his profound 

gratitude to Reality for life is, from our perspective, a response to divine Graciousness). It is his dedication 

to contemplative practice, his openness in silence as transformative that I found profound. Of real note is 

how his two key life changing decisions came to him out of the blue while he was meditating. Looks like 

the gift of grace from a Christian contemplative perspective. 

For me reading this book drew me to reflect on our human spiritual experience anew. 

 

Contributions for sharing with fellow Associates via the Newsletter most welcome. 
 
Send to Nick Polaschek    nandlpolaschek @gmail.com  
12 Everest Street Khandallah Wellington 6035  

 


